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Earth's Gravity Field to the Sixteenth Degree and Station
Coordinates from Satellite and Terrestrial Data

E. M. GeposcnKrN ¿,No K. LeMsncrl

Srnithson:ion Institutinn, Astrophysical Obseruatory
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Geodetic parameters describing the eárth's gravity field and the positions of satellite-
tracking stations in a geocentric reference frame have been computed. These pârameters
were estimated by means of a combination of four different types of data: routine and
simultaneous satellite observations, observations of deep-space probes, and measurements of
terrestrial gravity. This combination solution gives beüter parametes than any subset of
data types. In the dynamic solution, precision-reduced Baker-Nunn observations and laser
range data of 21 satellites were used. Data f¡om optical cameras, in addition to those from
19 Baker-Nunn stations, were used in the geometúcal solution. Data from the tracking of
deep-space probes were used in the form of relative station trongitudes and distances to the
earth's axis of rotation. The surface-gravity data in the form of mean anomalies for 300-n.mi.
squares were provided by Kaula. The adopted solution f¡om each iteration 'lvas a combina-
tion solution and was chosen to improve the ¡esiduais of all types of dat¿. In addition to
these four data sets, astrogeodetic data, surface triangulaticn, and some recently acquired
surface-gravity data not included in the set used for the combinations were used for an inde-
pendent test of the solution. The total gravily field is represented by spherical harmonic
coeffcients complete to degree and order 16, plus a number of higherdegree terms. The
half-wavelength resolution of this global solution subtends about 11' at the earth's center.
The accuracy of the global field has been estimated as -+3 meters in geoid height, or -r-8.7
mgal. Coordinates of many of ühe stations are determined with an accuracy of l0 meters or
better.

During 1966, the Smithsonia¡ Astrophysical
Observatorf (SAO) published numerical pa-
rameters for the earth's gravity field and the
coordinates of the satellite-tracking stations

lGøposchlcin, 1967 ; Köhnlein, 1967 a; Veis,
I9õ7a, b; 

'Whipple, 
7967; Lundquist ønd Veis,

19661. In 1967, a series of pap€rs by Gaposch-
kin, Köhnlein, Kozai, and Veis lLw'dquist,
19671 produced several refinements of the 1966
soiution. Tests of the solution presented here
indicate that these new results are superior to.
any set of geodetic parameters.

The geodetic parameters are estimâted from
a combined solution of the results obtained by
the geometric and dynamic methods. In addi-
tion, the combination solution includes station-
position information deterrrined by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPt) for its Deep
Space Tracking Network (DSN) ând surface-
gravity anomalies computed by KøuIø 1196641 .

'Now at Observafoire de Paris, Meudon, France.

Copyright @ 1971 by the American GçoPhysical Union.

The final solution yields harmonic coefficients in
'the potential expansion compiete to degree and
order 16, plus 14 pairs of higher-degree coeffi-
cients and the coordinates for 39 stations. This
soiution is compared with recently av¿iÌable
surface-gravity data and astrogeodetic data.

D¿r¿ Cor.¿rcrroN, REDucrroN,
exo Rp¡,onpwcE SysrEM

Dato, collection. Laser tracki¡g systems have
been developed in the past 4 years, and coordi-
nated observing periods were established in
1967, 1968, and 1969. The best data include
significant amounts of laser data.

In addition to data from the Baker-Nunn and
laser networks, data coilected by other agencies
have also been used (see Figure 1):

1. Laser data from stations 7815, 7816, and
7818 were made available by the Centre Na- '

tional d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), France.
2. Laser clata from st¿tion 7050 were made

available by the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC).
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3. Optical data were obtained from the fol-
lowing European stations: 8015 a¡d 8019 (Ob-
servatoire de Paris); 9065 (Technical Univer-
sity of Delft) ; 9066 (Asironomical ïnstitute,
Berne) ; 9074 and 9077 (USSR Astronomical
Council) ; and 9080 (Royai Radar Establish-
ment, Malvern).

4. Optical data from the MOTS cameras
1021, 1030, L042, 7036, 7037, 7039, 7040, 7075,
and 7076 were supplied by GSFC.

.Datø red,uction and ø,ccurøci,es. The optical
data were reduced with all terms in precession
and nutation necessary to ensure that the max-
imum neglected effect is less than 0.5 meters.
Annual aberration is added and diurnal aber-
ration must be applied to the simultaneous ob-
seryations. Parailactic refraction was applied by
the use of mean nighttime temperature and pres-
sure taken at each station to establish the
refraction coefficient (G. Veis, private com-
munication, 1966). Systematic corrections to
star-catalog positions were applied where ap-
propriate. AII optical data received from other
agencies were corrected in the same way. The
accurâcy of the optical data ranges from 1 to 4
a.rcsec lLømbeclc, 7969a].

The laser range data are considered to be
accurate to about 2 meters and are reduced by
use of the corrections described by Lehr [1969].
The influencs 6f timing errors at the stations
has !o be'considered. For passes with more than
10 observed points, 10 points equally spaced il
the pass are selected. To account for redun-
dancy and systematic errors of the iaser data,
the assumed accuracy of each laser point is
taken at 5 meters for the SAO and GSFC laser
data and at 10 meters for the CNES data.

Reference systern. SAO has its own master
clock, and through VLF transmission mai¡tains
its own coordinated time system called A.S. The
principal time reductions lrere to convert the
GSFC data from UTC to A.S;, and the CNES
data from A3 to A.S. The UTl data used in
1966 were a combination of final and prelimi-
nary vaiues of the United States Naval Observa-
tory (USNO). A¡ exami¡ation of the differences
between the USNO values and those of the
Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH) revealed
di.fferences approaching 5 meters. For the pres-
ent solution, BIH UT1 values have been adopted
throughout. It appears that these data may be
a limiting factor for the ultimateþ attainable
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accuracy of station positions. The polar-motion
data were taken from the International Poiar
Motion Service (IPMS). The difference between
these and the BIH data for the period since they
were referred to the same origin is as much as
1.5 meters. The IPIVÍS data used here were all
referred to the mean pole of i900-1905. The
coordinate system used is the equator of date
and the equinox of 1950.0. The choice of this
system is discussed further in the next section.
The position of the earth with respect to this
system was tabulated i¡ terms of the UTl and
poiar-motion data.

As in 1966, the determination of the zonal
harmonics wâs a precursor to this anaiysis.
With use of the 1966 soiution, the orbital i¡for-
mation was completely revised. Kozøi's ll969f
zonal harmonics to /o were used as starting
values. The coefficients are listed for reference
in Table 1. AIso given are the adopted values
lor GM, ø", and the velocity of light c.

DYN¿urc¿r, Sor,utro¡r

The main problem in celestial mechanics is tp
develop formulas (a theory in this nomencla-
ture) that predict the trajectory when the forces

¿nd the initial conditions are established. In

TABLE 1. Adopted Zonal lIa¡monics to .I(21)*'and Other Constants

J(2)
J(3)
J(4)
J(5)
.r(6)
J(7)
J(8)
"r(e)
"r(10)
,/(11)
J(12)
J(13)
J(14)
.r(15)
"r(16)
J(r7)
"r(18).r(1e)
J(20)
J(21)

GM B.gg60LB ! 1Q2o s6r/ssçz
a. 6.378155 X 108 meters
c 2.997925 X 1010 cmlsec

1.08262800F-03
-2.53808-06
-1.5930846
-2.3000F-07

5.0200E-07
-3.6200F-07
-1.1800E47
-1.0000E-07
-3.5400F-07

2.0200E-07
-4.2000F-08
-1.23008-07
-7.30008{8
-1.7400F-07

1.8700F-07
8.5000E{8

-2.31008-07
-2.1600E{7
-5.0000F-09

1.44008{7

* Rozai, 1969.
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general, we must be satisûed with approximate
soiutions, rvhich for our purpose are quite satis_
factory. Alternatively, a diiect numeìical inte_
gration of the equations of motion could be
carried out.

The forces we consider are the sravitational
attraction of the earth, moon, and sun and the
nongravitational effects of radiation pressure
and air drag. In this analysis, we havJ chosen
satellites that are dominated by the geopoten-
tial and for which othe¡ effects .uo,-ir, ,oor.
way, be assumed. Kauta l1g66bl and, Gaposch_
kin l1966al describe detailed methods for orbi_
tal analysis. Gøposchlcin 11g6gl discusses some
considerations of this anaiysis, and further de_
tails are given by Gaposchlcín ønd Lotnbeclc
[1e70] .

, The gravity field of the earth, or equivalently,
the geopotential, is quite irregula".- The eeå_
potential V can be represented. as an infi-nite
series of spherical harmonics, and the form
adopted for this analysis is

' (C¡- cos øiÀ f  S¿-. io -x)- l  (1)
- l "

where'GM is the product of the gravitational
constant and the mass of the earth, $ and À
are earth-fixed latitude and longitude, @" i¡ the
equatorial radius of the earth, and

p"(sín {)

2 / c ) ! s i n i - ' r

expression P¡- (sin þ) is ihe fully normalized
associated Legendre pol¡nomial, i.e.,

* l l "  o":  n* m#oI p,^'(ri., ó){tind  s p b e ¡ o  ( C O S

: 
11 [ i-)' kt (" - k)t (n - 2h)t

where r is the greatest itteger 1nf Z,

P¡-(sin ó)

: læl+lp-ø1,,, "o", ô
L (¿ * rn)t _J z'

( 2 1  - z k ) r s ; r , j -  m -  2 h

@

and C¿^,-S¿- are fully normalized. coefrcients, as
previously published (sometimes designated as
Cr^, Sr^). The. p" (sin d) are the conventional
T¿egendre polynomials, and the Jo are convetr_
tional harmonics. To include the,r" in the fully
normalized form, we have

P t , o : ( 2 1  * r ) " ' p ,

C ¿ , 0 :  _ J I / ( L T + L ) " '

and the summation in equation 1 wouid be
*  -  0 ,7 ,2 ,  . . .  ,  l .  The  Cr * ,  S r ^  a re  ca l l ed
tesseral harmonics, and the ,/* are cajled zonal
harmonics. For a systematic development, see
Heislcanen ond Moritz fig67l .

. fn equation 1, we assume Ji = C^ = S, : 0
because the origin of the coordinate system
chosen is referred to the earth,s center of ïass,
and the e axis (þ = o/2) is along the principal
axis, i.e., the axis of maximum moLent of
inertia. fn fact, these are only assumptions and
one can only approximately realize such a co_
ordinate system.

The tesseral harmonics are determined from
theshort-period (1 revolution'to 1 day) changes
in the orbit. The detailed structure oi tlr. orËit
must be observed, and each observation pro_
vides an obse¡vation equation. Data of the hiEh_
est possible precision are needed.

Apart from the resonant harmonics, the terms
higher than I = 12, m = 12 are weaklv deter_
mined by the satellite data (when the satellite
is low, it is infrequently observed), bui it hao
been demonstrated in early iterations that the
surface gravity could determine these hieher
harmonics. The satellite solution was limiteã to
those harmonics that have an effect of qreater
than 3 to 4 meters on the orbit. The re-sulting
terms were complete through I - L2, m - ll,
gpil l irg C/S(It, Z), C/S(r2,6), and C/502:,
9). Higher-order terms selected were C/S(I, l)'
i3  < ¿ < 16;  C/S( t ,2)  18 < ¿ (  15;
!1!tt+, 3); c/SQ, 12) 18 < ¿ < ts;V/S(í,
13) 13 < ¿ < 2I; C/S(t,r4) 14 < ¿ < 22'.
The m = 9, 12, 13, 14 terms ,r" ,..on"ot *ith
some satellites. Gaposchlcin and Lambeclc lIgZ0.
Tahle 4l iíst the resonant satellites wiih theii

v:w[ ' -å  n f t ) "n^Gnø)

+ Ë å (î)'",-o*r,

(2- -

.  5- r-r¡

where r is the greatest integer <(¿ _ nx)/Z.
Expression I uses a mixed normaiization. ihe



resonant periods. Several satellites are resonant
with more than one order. The stations rvere
restricted to those observing many satellites.
Other stations were more appropriately deter-
mined by the geometric solution.

Table 2 details the selection of satellites used
in the final solution, ordered by inclination.
Figure 2 indicates the distribution of satellites,
many of which were not used in the 1966 solu-
tion. The selection of data and unknowns
evolved through the analysis. The number of
satellites used ranged from 21 to 25, and the
number of arcs in the largest solution was 244.
Arcs were added and rejected on the basis of
contribution to the normal equations, number
of observations for a particular station, im-
provement of distribution for a resonant har-
monic, and quality of the orbital fit.

Gpounrnrc Sor,urro¡r

The geometric method for determining sta-
tion positions from observations of satellites
does not'require any knowledge of the orbit,
since the object is observed simultaneously from
two or more stations and the reiative posi-
tions of these stations are computed bv a
three-dimensional triangulation pìo.u.r.'Thu
geometric solution does not give any information
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on the position of the earth's center of mass,
nor does it give a scale determination if only
direction observations are used. The solution
is further characterized by highìy accurate
directions between stations, but also by an
unfavorable error propagâtion in station coordi-
nates. When combined with the dynamic solu-
tion, the geometric solution contributes signifi-
cantly to the solution for station coordinates
and provides a valuable means of assessing tlte
reliability of these results.

A total of 38 stations was involved in this
solution, and 20 of these were âlso used in the
dyna.mic solution. Observations from 1ô SAO
and 4 United States Air Force (USAF) Baker-
Nunn cameras, from 13 National Aeronautics
and Space Admi¡istration (NASA) IVIOTS
cameras, and from 7 European stations were
utilized. Approximately 50,000 individual direc-
tion observations were used in the analysis, a
number comparable to that used in the dy-
namic solution. The distribution of the data
â,mong lhe stations is given by Gaposchkin and
Larnbeck [1970, Table 6]. Most of the observa-
tions have been made to high-altitude satellites
not used in the dynamic solution. These satel-
iites inciude 610280i (Midas 4), 6303004,
6605601 (Pageos), and 6805501. For stations

EeRrrt's Gnevrry Frpr,o ¿No Sr¿uo¡¡ CoonorN¿rns

TABLE 2. Summary of Dynamical Data

Name o¡ Other f¡cliuation,
Designation deg

Semimajor Perigee
Axis, Height,

Ecce¡t¡icity km km
New Select Læe¡

Days/Arc S¿tellite Files Dats
Number
of .A.¡cs

600f301 Couier 18 60 yl

5900101 Yanguard 2 59 cl
6100401 61 ô1
6701401 DrD
6701101 DlC
6503201 Erplorer 27 BE-C
6000902 60 ú2
6206001 Änna 18 62 Fpl
6302601 GeophysicalResearch
650890f Exp.lorer 29 Geos I
6101501 T¡amit 4.A. 6l ol
6101502 Injun I 67 oZ
6506301 Seco¡ õ
6400r01
6406401 Explorer 22 BE-B
6508101 Ogo 2
6600501 Osc¿¡ 07
6304902 5BN-2
6102801 Midæ 4 61 ¿ðl
6800201 Explorer 36 Geoe 2
6õ0780r ov1 2

28

39
39
40
4L

õ0
50
59
o t

o t

69
70
80
87
89
90
98

r06
144

0 .016
0  . 165
0 .  119
0.053
o .052
0.026
0 .011
0.007
0 .062
o.073
0.008
0.008
0.079
o.002
0 .012
0 .075
0 .023
0.005
0 .0 r3
.0 .031
0.182

7465 965
8300 557
7960 700
7337 569
7336 579
7311 941
7971 1572
7508 7077
7237 424
8074 772L
7318 885
7316 896
8159 7737
730t 921
7362 gtz
7344 420
v4r7 868
7473 1070

10005 3503
7709 1101
830ô 416

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

x

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

6 3 0

a  1 ^

6 1 4
4 1 4
4 3 0
7 3 0

72 30
6 1 4

21 30
8 3 0
4 3 0
2 3 0
3 3 0
2 3 0
2 1 4
r 3 0
5 3 0
3 5 0
0 1 4
2 1 4
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close¡ than about 2500 lm., observations in both
the passive and the flashing modes of 650g901
(Geos 1) and 6800201 (Geos 2) form the ma-
jority of the data.

The Baker-Nunn network is used here as the
basic global framework in the adjustment, but
because of the station dist¡ibution this net is
best considered in two paris: the American-
Paciûc stations (group 1) and the Afro-Eurasian
stations (group 2). These two groups link up
at San Fernando (9004), at Tokyo (9005), and
to a lesser ertent at Oslo (9115), so that all the
SAO stations with the exception of 

'W'oomera

(9023) can be connected irrto one net.
Independent adjustments for the stations in

these two groups, as well as for a third group
comprisilg the MOTS data from North Amer-
ica and a fourth comprising data from the
European stations, were performed. This sub-

division was made in order to isolate and detecr
possible systematic errors arising from clifferenr
reduction techniques or i¡strumentation used in
the djfferent data sources and to separate the
propagation .of variances caused by the poor
geometry provided by the station positions fron
the propagation of the variances of the ob_
served quantities.

Then the four groups of stations were linkecl
via common stations, la linkì¡g the groups, it
wâs necessary to determine only the reiative
translations and scale. No di-fferential rotations
needed to be considered, since all the data usecl
in this analysis refer to the same astronomical
reference system, polar-motion data, and. UT1.

These adjustments were made by a least-
squares procedure, carryiag along the full covari-
ance matrices of the functions of the observed
quantities from step to step. Such a procedure

E

I

À

t x c L Ñ Â t t o N  t .  I

Fig. 2. Distribution of satellites used by Gaposchlcí,n and, Larnbeck lLg.¿01.
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is equivalent to adjusting ail the data in a
single step lTimstrø, 1956; Baarda, 19671, bui
it has the advantage of isolating possible syste-
matic errors in the data. If statisticai testing
of the results indicated the presence of such
errors, the adjustments were further split up
in an attempt to locate the faulty data. The
statistical testing procedures used followed the
ideas of Bøørda [i968].

Throughout the adjustment, it has been as-
sumed that observations t¿ken at different time
instants or from different stations are uncorre-
lated. Systematic timing errors may prevail
over a long period, so that the first assurmption
is difficult to justify. The second assumption,
however, appears generally acceptable, since
error in time kept at distant stations is almost
ahvays uncorrelated. An anaiysis of the results
of the adjustment of the various steps will
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indicate whetl.rer or not these assumptions are
valid.

For the single station-station vector adjust-
ments, the ,averâge variance factor is 1.5 and
varies from 0.7 to 3.1 lGøposchkin ørd Løm-
beck, 1970, Table 71 . If no systematic errors
are present, the expected value of this quantity
should be unity. For example, station-station
vectors associated with' station 9028 consistently
show a large variance factor, i:rdicating possi-
ble systematic errors in data from this station.
Thé accuracies of the station-station vectors
vary between 0.2 and 2 arcsec, depending on the
number of observations and the station-satellite
geometry. Figure 3 is a plot of the accuracies
for vectors between SAO Baker-Nunn cameras
for which the mrmber of simultaneous events
is greater than 30. Also shown are the expected
accuracies given by the expression lLambeclc,

Eenr¡r's Gnlvrrr Frnr,o ¿Np Sr¿tro¡¡ CoonptN¿tps

NUMBER OF SIMULTANEOUS OESERVATIONS

Fig. 3. Mean accure,cy of staüion-station vector as a funcfion of the number of pairs
ol simultaneous observations used. The crosses mark results obtained from the analysis, and
the solid line indicates the expected resuits for the ratio (station-station disiance)/satellite
height : 12. The accuracy of a synthetic observation is 7 prad (1.5 alcsec).
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rvhere ou is the accuracy of a synthetic obser-
vation (1.5 arcsec), and L/h is the average

. ratio of length of station-station vector to satel-
i i te height (=1.2); øo is the accuracy in the
vertical component, and o, is the accuracv in
the azimuth component of the station-staìion
vector, and generally the correlation between
these components is small.

The variances of unit weight for the adjust_
ment in the second phase of the four groups of
stations are the following:

group I o] : L.39 (Baker-Nunn, Americas,
Pacific, Atlantic).

group 2 oz2 : L.59 (Baker-Nunn, Afro-
Eurasian).

group 3 øsz : 0.93 (European Optical).
group 4 a¿2 : 1.99 (North American MOTS).

'Appìication 
of the variance ratio tests to the

results leads to the general conclusion that, with
the exception of the data in group B, the null
hypothesis (i.e., there a¡e no model errors) is to
be rejected. However, a ¡eevaluation of the orie-
inal data gave no indication where the orob-
lems may occur, and the results have, of neces-
sity, been accepted.

Finally, the adjustment linking the four
groups of data gives a variance of unit weiEht
equal to 1.4 with 16 degrees of freedom and
/0.*,,,,, : 1.71. This suggests that the observa-
tions and methods of reduction used in the four
groups are compatible.

To investigate further the unsatisfactory con-
clusions that have to be dr¿wn from tho inde-
pendent group adjustments, the directions be-
tween stations were computed from the linked
adjustment results and were compared with the
independent group station-station vectors (see
Gaposchlcin ønd, Lømbeck lI9T0, Figure 4l
for some exarnples). Both these vectors repre-
sent estimates of the same quantity, and they
can be expected to lie within the accuracy esti-
mates given for them. Comparisons for all the
station-station vectors show that this is the
câse âbout 60% of. the time.

Denoting the mean accuracy of a station-
station vector derived from phase 1 by ø1 and

that derived from phase B by ø., and denotinr
the angular distance between the two estimate.
of the vector by 8, we would expect that o¡
the average

õ ' z < ( r / 2 ) ( 6 , ' + o , " )

These quantities are given by Gaposchkin antl
Lambeclc [1970, Table Z], and their values,
averaged over the vectors used, indicate that
this condition is not satisfied unless the variance
estimates are multiplied by a factor

Ie, : ,* 
ô2

,,, ò@7 + o":)
These results yietd a value of Æ' = 2.8, and
the covariance matrix for the final seometric
solution is muliiptied by ihis number. The final
directions between stations are given by Ga-
poschldn and Lambeclc [1970, Table 8].

Ixronu¿rro¡q rRoryr Dnnp-Spacu pnosrs

The DSN has used data from its trackinE of
deep-space probes to obtain_among other pa-
rameters, the relative longitudes and the dis_
tances to the earth's axis of rotation of their
antennas lVegos and Traslc, Ig6Z; Troslc ond,
Vegos; Ig68l. As the JPL sites can be rel¿ted
to nearby Baker-Nunn sites, by use of ground_
survey information, a vajuable and completelv
independent control of the results is póssible.
Comparison with the JPL data is pariicuhrlv
important for the two instanceÉ where the eeo-
met¡ic solution is either very poor (Soutir
Africa) or nonexistent (Australia). The two
sets of data also complement each other, since
the JPL solution gives a very strong scale and
relative longitude deterrnination but no latitude
information, whereas ihe SAO solution accu-
rateiy determines the orientation with respect
to the astronomical reference system.

The JPL and SAO results were compared bv
7ø's [1966] and. Vegos and, Traslc flgtiZi using
data from the Ranger missions. However, morã
refined JPL solutions have recently become
available using data from the Mariner 4 and 5
missions. The solution used in the present anal-
ysis is that of. Mottinger [1969], caled LS 25.
Table 3 gives his determination for the station
locations. Mottinger estimates the standard
deviations of the computed quantities to be
¿bout 3 meters. In this solution, the poiar-

l";l :',' lt/to'os(¿/å) - o.oall
lon') " lt/lo.z+(L/h) - o.15l.]
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TABLE 3. Locations of the JPL Antennas*

4863

Station tr, deg r", km X, km l, km

^  4 1 ,

474t

4751
4767

243.194'Ð59
136 .887507
148 .981301
27 .685432

355 .751007

õ212.0i,3-o
5450. 1986
5205 .3ã04
5742.9417
4862 .6078

-2350.4397
-3978.7174
-4460.9809

5085.4425
4849.2429

-46ã1 .9819
3724.845+
2682.4097
2668 .2678

- 360.2752

* Determined by Mottinger 11969l-

motion data from BIH and UTl derived from
USNO data are used. Thus, a difference in longi-
tude between the JPL and the SAO solution
cân be eKpected. A longitude difference can
also arise from possible discrepancies in the
right-ascension definitions of the planetary

ephemeris used by JPL and of the star catalog
used at SAO.

The geodetic coordinates of the JPL and asso-
ciated Baker-Nunn stations are given by

Gaposchlû,n ønd Lømbeclc 11970, Table 101 . In
three cases, 9002-4751 (South Africa), 9003-
4741 (Australia), and 91134712 (Uniied

States), the survey distance between the sta-
tions is small and any datum tilts or distor-
tions should not, cause probiems when the geo-

detic survey information is used to relate the

two earth-centered systems. However, for the

other two JPL-SAO station groups, 90034742
and 9004-4761, this may not be true, and cor-

rected s'urvey differences h¿ve been computed
on the basis of the datum adjustments of the

European and Australian datums lLambøch,
7970, 197ral.

Sunr¡cP-GneurY Derl

Surface-gravity data provide a means of com-

paring the satellite solution with an erternal

standard and of improving the over-all gravity-

freld solution. The satellite solutions are most

suited for determining the lower-order har-

monics, while the surface-gravity data are ex-

pected to contribute most to the higher-order

ierms. The dynamic satellite solution described

above gives a complete representation to degree

and order 12, with the exception of the (11,7),

(12,6), and (12, 9) harmonics; and for higher

degrees only those coefficients with ordèrs 1, 2,

3 and 12, 13, 14 have been determined from the

present data. The surface gravity, on the other

hand. does not reflect such a partiaiity to cer-

tain coefficients, and all terms of the same

degree can be determined with about equal

reliability.
The gravity anomalies Ag can be related to

the harmonic coefficients bY

.(C¿- cos rr¿À * S¿-sin ni.X)P¡-(sinþ)

where Cr,o and C{,0 are referred to a specified

reference ellipsoid, in this case / = t/298'258,

corresponding lo Kozai's [1969] determination

for ,/,. Thus, if Ag is known all over the earth,

the harmonic coefficients can be estimatecl' This

approach was used by Köhnlein [1967b] and is

aLà us.d here. (The flattening / is a derived

quantity, depending upon ø€ among other things'

Using ø" : 6.378155, the value adopted for this

analysis is / - L/298.257. A better value (see

next section or Dambeclc ll97la)), a" =

6.378140, gives / : I/298'258. The formulas

for / are taken from Cooå [1959].)
No serious attempt has been made to deter-

mine estimates of the zonal harmonics from

the surface-gravity data because of their poor

dìstribution, particularly at the southern lati-

tudes.
Data prepared, by Køuta [1966o] were used

in this analysis. His basic data consisted of

1o X 1o mean free-air anomalies computed

essentially by the techniques describedby Uotila

119601 . These anomalies were combined to form

mean values for areas of 60 x 60 :L 30 n'mi'

(nauticaÌ miles) in order to obtain a set as

nearly statistically uniform as possible' To

obtain estimates for 300-n'mi. squares, Kaula

next estimated 60-n.mi. area anomâlies for the

unsurveyed areas applying linear regression

methods lKaula, 1966c1 to the 60-n.mi. means

within the 300-n.mi. area. Finally, he computed

L s : t å å 1 2 - r r ( f ) '
l - 2  m - O
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the 300-n.mi. means â,s the arithmetic mean of rejected anomaly represents a short-waveiength
aJl the observed and extrapolated 60-n.mi. variation that is not reflected in the satellite
means within the area. The results were 935 solution.
mean anomalies for 300-n.mi. squares covering In the final solution, 38 anomali.)*.r. t.-
56.5/¿ of the globe and are given by Gøposchlcin jected. Of these, ûve rüere squares with ø ) 10
and Larnbeclc 11970, Table 121. and one was a square with ¿ ) 20.

For the remaining 43.5Vo of the globe, three
aiternative assumptions ìtrere mâ,de in the pres-
ent analysis:

1. No assumptions were made about these
areas and oniy ùhe observed anomalies were
used.

2. The model anomalies generated by Kaula
from a ìinear regression analysis of his 935
observed squares lKaulø,1966d1 were used,

3. The anomalies were set to zero and a ls,rse
variance was used.

Kaula used for the variance of each 300-n.mi.
squaÌe

' 6or' : gr'/(n¿ | l)

where g,r" : 274 mgaf is the mean value of
the square of the gravity anomaly, and ø is the
number of observed 60-nmi. areas cóntained in
the 300-n.mi. square.

Elowever, the several assumptions made in
computing the gravity anomaly by linear regres-
sion may make this variance too smaÌI. The
most important assumption made is the one
restricting the regression analysis to points
withi¡'the 300-n.mi. square and ignoring pos-
sible correlations of gravity with topography.
Consequently, in the present analysis the above
variance estimates have been multipJied by a
factor of 4. In the analyses of earlier iterations
of the combination solution, this factor was
found to give a set of potential coefficients that
improved both the satelüte orbits and the sur-
face-gravity comparison. TVith this variance, a
300-n.mi. square with a surveyed 60-nmi. area
receives a standard deviation of 23 mgal, while
a completely surveyed 300-n.mi. area (twenty-
five 60-n.mi. squares) receives a standard devia-
tion of 6.5 mgal.

Some screening of the surface-gravity data
was done by comparing the gravity anomalies
from the combination solution in any one itera-
tion with the surface-gravity data and rejecting
au anomaly using a, three-sigma criterion. This
does not necessariiy imply an error in the
surface-graviùy data, but it could mean that the

More recent surface-gravity compilations have
been published by Tolwoni and Le Pichon

[i969] and Le Pichon ond Tal.wani [1969] for
the Atlantic and Indian oceans. These new data
have been used for comparisons with the new
satellite combination solutions given here.

A comparison of results obtained usiag the
di,fferent assumptions about the surface gravity
in the r:¡surveyed areas i¡dicates no difference
between the anomaly set derived froni regres-
sion analysis and the set of zero anomalies.
This may have been expected, since gr' for the
predicted anomalies is only 121 mgai', very
much less than either the gr" - 274 mgal'z for
the observed squares or the variances associated
with the predicted values (30 mgal)'.

Ilowever, these t.¡¡o tests did show a differ-
ence in results from the one that ignored the
unsurveyed areas altogether. This difference oc-
curred in those extensive areas in southern
latitudes where there were no su-rface data and
where the station distribution wa"s unfavorable.
The effect of usiag the model a¡om¿iies was to
reduce by about 5 meters the heights of the
major geoid features in these areas. fn the other
areas, the differences in geoid heighis dicl not
exceed 2 meters.

Colrp¿nrsoNs ¡No ColrnrNATroN SoLUTToN

Data from the. various sources can now be
combined to determine a consistent set of geo-
detic parameters of the earth. All four methods
discussed in the precedilg sections are incon-
plete in ono way or another, and the inade-
quacìes in the mathematical models used will
lead to u¡realistic accuracy estimates. Conse-
quently, the data from the different sources
serve two purposes: one of comparison, to
obtain realistic accuracy estimates and to re-
solve any biases in the rezults; and one of com-
bination, to obtain the .most complete and re-
liable set of geodetic parameters.

Combinøtion solutinn. In combining the tvo
satellite solutions, it must be remembered th¿t
the geometric solution is essentially unscaled and
its origin is arbitrarily determined, so that, in



the transformation li:ùing it to the dynamic
soiution, three translation and one scale param-
eters must be introduced. A rotation term , is
also introduced to determine whether a syste-
matic longitude discrepancy exists between these
two solutions. Such a term could conceivably
arisé from correlations that exist in the dvnamic
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solution ¡mong longitude, time, and right ascen-
sion of the node.

The JPL solution of. Mottinger [1969] is
combi¡ed with the satellite solution by introduc-
ing a second. Iongitude ¡otation anã a second.
scale. parameter. The need for the fomer has
been discussed above, and the latter was intro-

TABLE 4. Geocentric Coordinates of the Stations Determined in the Final Combination Solution

Station X, Mm I', Mm
v ,

Z, Mm meters Station Name

1021
1034
7042
7036
70ts7
7039
7040
7045
7050
7075
t u l o
78r5
7816
7818
7901
8015
8019
9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006
9007
9008
9009
9010
9011
9012' 9021
9023
9025
9028
9029
9031
9050
9065
9066
9074
9077
9080
9091
9113
9114
9115
9177

1.118029
- .521702

.M75r5
- .828496
- .191286
2.308239
2.46i,067

-r.240479
1.130674

.692628
1.384174
4.578370
4.654337
5.426325

- r . , 1 ó ! ) / o /

4.578328
4.579466

5.056125
-3 .983776

5.105588
-3 .946693

1.018203
1.942775
3.376893
2.257829

.976291
2.280589

- 5.466053
- 1 .936782
-3.977766
-3 .910437

4.903750
5.18&61
1 .693803
1 .489753
3 .923411
4.331310
3. 183901
3.907427
3 .920178
4.595157

-2.45007L
- 1 .264838

3.121280
-6.007402

-4.876316
-4.242049
-5.177924
-5.657458
-4.967280
-4.873597
-5.534924
-4.760229
- 4 . 831368
-4.347059
-5.905685

.457957
1 .959i34

- .229330
- 5 . 166996

.457966

.586599
- 5 . 166996

2.7L6577
3.743087

-.55õ228
3.366299
5.47L703

- 5.804081
4.403576

-5.816919
- 5 . 601398
-4.9L4573
-2.404282
-5.077704

8.725L02
3.376361
3.965201

- 3 . 653856
-4.112328
-4.467478

.299882

.Ðo/Ðrr
L.42lM8
I .602397

-.134738
2.039425

-4.624421
-3.466884

.592643
-  r . 111859

3.942984
4.718731
ó ,  ooo/  u/
2.816812
3.983262
3 .394580
1 .985510
4.048995
3 .994111
4.600483
1 .966533
4.403734
3 .884366
3.3346Q8
3.407042
4.403179
4.386408
3.401042

-2.775784
-3.276566

3 .769667
3.698832
3.109623

- 1 .796933
3. 136250
1.327160
2.880240

-3 .355426
2.24217L
3 .331916

-3.303035
3.7292L7

.963872
- .654325

-4.556649
4.287304
5.002945
4.633093
5.322772
4.763890
5 .012708
3 .912650
3 .635035
5.185467
5.572701

. 1.825730

1

F7

7
7
7

10
10
I
,7

q

10
5
5

1 D

5
R

5
7
6

10
I
,7

u
Fl

5
I
Èl

o
10
Í2
t2
15
L4
L2

Fl

10
10
I
à
.f

t2
t7
15

Blossom Point. Md.
^  r  ñ  r  i - .

Lirano .Ë orks. .Lvlrnn,
Rosman, N. b.
Edinburg Tex.
Columbia, Mo.
Bermuda
Puerto Rico
Denver, Col.
Goddard Space Flight Center
Sudbury, Ont.
Jamaica
Ilaute Provence, France
Stephanion, Greece
Colomb-Bechar, Algeria
Organ Pass, N. M.
IIaute Piovence, France
Nice, France
Organ Pass, N. M.
Pretoria, S. AJrica
Woomera, Australia
San Fernando, Spain
Tokvo. Japan
¡Vaini hal. tn¿ia
Arequipa, Peru
Shiraz, Iran
Curaçao, A,ntilles
Jupiter, Fla.
Villa Dolores, .A,rgentina
Maui, Eawaü
Mt. Hopkìns, Ariz.
Island Lagoon, Arætralia
Dodaira, Japan
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Natal, Brazil
Comodoro Rivadavia, Argentina
Ilarvard, Mass.
Delft, Ilolland
Zimme¡wald, Switzerland
Riga, Latvia
Uzghorod, USSR
Malvern, England
Dioysos, Greece
Rosamund, Cal.
Cold l¿ke, Canada
Ilarestua, Norway
Johnston fsl., Paciûc

* Formal precision estimates of the coordinates.
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duced to absorb possible biases in either solu-
tion that have the characteristic of a scale error.
fn theory, this scale factor should be zero, since
both SAO and JPL have used the same value
for GM, but 'pseudo' scale errors could be in-
troduced. For example, a systematic error in
the refraction corrections to Baker-Nunn obser-
vations could have an effect simiiar to a scale
ertor.

In combining the JPL solution with the other
data, the normalized covariance matrix supplied
by Mottinger was used. This matrix lyas scaled
by his accuracy estimates for the components- 
of the station positions and preserves the strong
correlation that exists between the lonEitudes
of the soiution.

The results from the surface-gravity analysis
can be directly related to the combined solu-
tion, since both refer to the same reference
ellipsoid and GM. The zonal harmonics derived
by Kozai have not been i¡cluded in this com-
bination, since his solution is quite independent
of the satellite analysis of the tesseral har-
úonics, and the surface-gravity data, because
of their poor distribution, do not contain any
signiflcant zonal information.

The final combination solution contains a
total of 424 unknowns, 117 statipn coordinates,
296 harmonic coeffcients, and 11 sca.ie, rotâtion,
and translation parameters. In a solution of
this kind, several iterations were made (as de-
scribed above), ând several alternative weight-
ing schemes were considered. These weight
factors are used to scale the covariance matrices
derived fo¡ the individual solutions and in the
combination. As was already indicated, the co-
variance mat¡ix of the geometric solution has
been multiplied by 2.8, and the covariance
matrix of the surface-grayity results by 4.0,
The covariance matrix of the dynamical solu-
tion has been multiplied by 4.5 for the reasons
described in the next section, whereas, for the
JPL results, the accuracy estimates of Mot-
tinger have been adopted without any further
modification. This weighting scheme gives the
best agreement in the tests described in the
next section. The final results for station coordi-
nates are presented in Table 4, and for har-
monic coefficients in Table 5.

The power spectrum

G¡,poscrrxrx lNo Lerrsncr /
TABLE 5. Fully Normalized Coefficients of thr
Spherical Harmonic Expansion of the Geopotentiai
Obtained in the Final Iteration of the Combination

Solution
(C¿¡ arc the cosine terrns of degree I'and order z¿.

and S¡- are the sine terms.)

S¡-

2
ò
ù
ó

4
4
À

5

6
o
6
ô
6
o

7
7

7

7
7
n
7

8
I
8
8
8
8
8
8
I
I
I
o
I
I
o
o
I

10
10
10
10
1 0
10
1 0
10
10
10
1 1

2 2.4129E-06
1 1.9698E-06
2 8.9204847
3 6.86308-07
1 -5.2989E-07
2 3.30248-07
3 L89438-07
4 -7.96928-08
I -5.38168-08
2 6.12868-07
3 -4 .30838-07
4 -2.66938{7
5 1.2593E-07
1 -9.8984E-08
2 5.48258-08
3 2.7873E-08
4 -4.0342F-r0
5 -2.11438-07
6 8.86938-08
t 2.4L42E,47
2 2.8306E'47
3 2.0285E'47
4 -1.9727847
5 . -8.7024E'-10
6 -2.5847847
7 1.5916E-07
1 3.1254E-08
2 4.8r6rE-08
3 -5.74J48 08
4 -r.5378847
5 -5.67338{8
6 -5.39038{8
7 3.4390E-08
8 -7.73648-08
1 1.38238{7
2 6.67418-09
3 -9 .6463F-08
4 5.7125F48
5 -6.1435E{9
6 2.4186E-08
7 -5.0450F-O8
8 2.3359E{7
I -8.24908-08
1 1.725tF-07
2 -3.1225E48
3 -2.3346848
4 -4.8185E-08
5 -8.00048-08
6 -3.2486E{8
7 5.4S61E{8
8 7.3957E{8
I -6.8563F-09

10 7.2377î,07
1 4.3900E-09

-1.3641E46
2.60158-07

-6.3468E{7
1 .43048-06

-4.87658{7
7.06338{7

-7.5467F-07
3 .39288-07

-9.7905E48
-3.5087E-07
-8 .6663E-08

8 .30108-08
-5 .9910E"O7

3.7652848
-ó.Ðr/Õ11-u/

4.4626E-08
-4.0388E{7
-5.2264F-07
-7.4756E-08

1 .15678-07
1.5645E-07

-2.34¿8847
- 1 . 1390E-07

9.8461E-08
i.0209E47

-6.7710E-08
2 .5696E-08
8.41408-08
1.80868{8
7 .5264E-08
6.16368-08
2.5930î-07
8 .9168E-08
6.76078-08

-1.6100F-08
-8. i733E{8
- I . 1817E-07

1.1183E-07
3.35518-09
2.2028847

-r.2700Fl7
5.72398{8
9.23268-08

-1.01678{7
-i.0450E-07
-1.41378-07
-4.32488-08
-r.4279847
-2.01534E7

3.2003F.{8
-7.9706E-08

6.2498F.O9
-2.58858-08

2.9751E-08
I

Ð (c,-2  / .  t  \
C¡ :  \ I . /nt )

' + s,^t)
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TABLE 5 (contùrud) TABLE 5 (contintted.\

Sl-8¿-C¿- Cu

1 1
1 1
1 1
1 l

1 1
11
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
12
L2
72
L2
1 ,

12
L2
1 9

12
L2
12
12
1 2

t ó

l ù

13
13
13
l Ð

T ó

13
t ù

13
13
13
l4
1 À

L4
t+
74
1 ç
1 A

T +

L4
t4
L4
l 4 t

1 A

I J

l 5
l .ð

I Ð

15
I Ð

15
15
I A

15

2
a

^

o
,1

8
o

10
1 1

I
2
3
A

6
7
8
I

10
I I

t2
1
2
3
A

É
6
7
8
o

10
1 1
T2
13
1
,
ö
4

6,|

8
I

10
11
T2
13
1 À

1
2
Õ
4
i)

6
17

8
I

10

I Ð

1ô
16
16
1 6
16
I O

1 6
_to
l o

16
1 6
l o

I O

I O

16
L O

17
I I

t7
18
18
1 ð

1 9
19
19
20
20
2 l
2 l
,,

1 1
t2
f ð

15

2
ó

K

6
,7

8
o

10
1 1
1 2
t 2

1 Ã

-tÐ

I O

12
13
L4
t2
f ù

I4
12
a ù

L4
t 0

t4
13
t4
t4

4.8900E-08
- ô . 3247E-08
-3.01938-08

3.2523F-08
3 .7517E-08
4.57268"48
6.45468-08
1 .17508-07

-1 .1736E-07
1 .1785E-07

-4.5955F-08
2.74818-08
5.83868-08

-4 .3649E-08
2 .33758-08

-2.3868E-08
1.45078-08

-5.7854E-09
-3.22328-08
-1.8590E-08
-4.49218-08
- 1 .94078-08
-5.60428{8
-4.7456E48

2.3833E-08
-1.99808-08

9.6637848
-8.3417E-08
-5.2217F'08
-4.1759E-08
-2.5623E,48

I .65898-08
-3.3749848
-1.32298-09
-7.0288E-08
-2.3090E-08

3.2120E-08
1.9042E{8
7.8017E-09

-2.5958E48
1.9140F,{8
1 .1061E-08

-3.0273F-08
4.9539E-08
5.3732E48
2.7833E-08
1.2481zu8
5 .15548-08

-5.2082E-08
-3.5971F-09
-4.4833E{8

8.3016E49
1.3916E-08
3.16848{8
7 .0020E-08
1 .18568{7

-9.76578{8
2.2064E-08

-2.0648E48

-9.1994H8
-1.3r09E-07

5.4317F-08
L.3215E 07
6.9005E49

-1.38628-07
-1.6993E-08
-9.94518-09
-1.8900E-08
-4.0688E-08
-3. i0008-08

7.59868-08
5.47848-08

-2.22628-08
4.2637E'48

-6.6770E-10
9.97848-08
3.3752E-08
4.2858E-08
4.83828-09

-4.82068{8
-5.7771848

2 .6288E-08
1.7367E{8

-2:89308-08
5.7030848

-4.7760E-08
5 .9782E-08

-3.2562E'49
-2.0231E48

7.0767847
- I .0528E-08

5.8541E48
8.2192E-08
7.4643E'48
4.9664E-08

-4.52898-08
1 .1919E49

-3.7527E,48
-2.33448-08
-5.8721848
.8.41328{9

-6.08388{8
9.2345F"O8

-4.3168E-08
;8.10378-08
-5.7314F-08

4.5453848
-1.28408-08

4.0142E-08
-1.60568-08
-5.7218E-09

6.6644E-08
1.82508-09

-r.r872F.47
4.2690848

-3.5710E48
2.66328{8
5.37248-10

-3.25858-08
1.05248-08

-3.7348E-08
1.2193E-08
1.4515F-09

-2.37898-08
2.1327E,48

-4.7358E-08
-1 .1591F-08
-4.4201F-08
-5.8439E-08

1.0591E-07
-8.4738E-08

9.00018-09
-2.9849E-08

6.8502F-09
2.28348-08
3 .54758-08

-7.35908-09
- 3 . 5485E-08
-2.95228-08

8.3097E-08
3 .2749E-08

-1.6058E-08
1.1662E-08
4 .69038-09

-2.7M6E48
6.71158-08
3.3201848

- 3 . 9779E-09
5.83748{8
1 .11308-08
3 .6928E-09
5.2067E-08

-8.0549E-09

9.4052848
6.87268{9
4 .02498-09

-2 .6786E-08
-1.4802E48

7 .6413E-08
3.0669E-08
3.26108-08
4 .30018-08
3.22308-08

-4.2809E-08
8.10088-09

-2.4677F'49
-1.0628E-07
-5.2467E,-10
-7.07658-08
- 3 . 4087E-08

2.0683E-08
-2.2626E.08

8.4126E-i0
8.6217E-09
3 .5424E-09
4.2920F.10
2.72868{8
8.4724E,-09

- 3 .5547E-08
-4.83768-08
-8.26238-09
-6.3'128E-08
-2 .3817E-08

3.33208-08
-1.6183848
- 1 .6288E-08

3.0801E-10
2.6440848

of the combination solution is given in Figure 4
for I ) 6, where n¿ is the number of coefficients
of degree I included in the summation. They show
a, remarkable adherence to the rule of thumb
a¡: tQ-s/lz.

Figure 5 gives the geoid corresponding to the
new' combination solution and a flattening of
I/298.258, Figure 6 shows the geoid couespond-
ing to the hydrostatic flattening of 7/299.67,
and Figure 7 is a plot of the free-air gravity
anomalies corresponding to the combinâtion
soiution.

Table 4 contains the accuracy estimates of the'station 
coordinates. These estimates are the

formal statistics from the combination solution.
but, as the subsequent compariÈons show, they
appear to be realistic.

Figure 8 illustrates the precision estimates of
the geoid heights as computed from the precision
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estimates of the spherical harmonic coefrcients.
In this computation, the correlation between
coefficients has been ignored because the cor-
relation coefficients are generally less than 0'2.
This neglect and the fact that for equal degree
and order 6s¡^2 x, ds¡-2 mean that the geoid'

height precision estimates are essenti¿lly longi-

tude independent and symmetric about the

equatorial plane. Kozai's acculacy estimates for
his zonal harmonics were included in this calcu-
lation. Subsequent comparisons with surface
gravity and astrogeodetic data show that these
precision estimates are quite realistic, and the

geoid appears to be determined with an accuracy

of 3 to 4 meters. Of course, these acculacy
estimates refer to the generalized geoitl and do
not imply thaü the geoid is everywhere known
with this accuracy. In areas such as tbe South
Pacific, where there are no surface-graviiy data
and where the gravity field cannot be direcily
sampled, the uncertainty in geoid heiglrt may be
larger than the 3 or 4 meters.

Compøríson ol geometri'c and dgno;rnic satel-
lite solutions. Figure I and Table 6 show the
rezults for the comparisons of the directions
computed by the two solutions. The accuracy
estimates given by the two solutions are indi-
cated by the error ellipses. The difference I in

, o

x

N i

+
N ì

t 4

oEGREET+

Fig. 4. Power spectrum ior 6 < t < 22 for the combination solution. K¿ula's rule of thumb is

i"¿i.ä.¿ by tle dashed line. For 2 < t < 6, the spectra are in complete.agreement with tbis rule.

The lower curve is the corresponding precision estimates of the harmonics, i.e., L/n¡f^ (as ¡ *? *

øs ¡ _r), where z¡ is the number of coèfficients of degree I included in the summation.
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Fig. 5. Geoid heights in meters of the new combination solution corresponding to a
reference ellipsoid of flaùtening Í - 7/298258. (Contour interval is 10 meters, and shaded
areas are regions of negative geoid heighü.)

the positions derived from the individual solu-
tions is a good i¡dication of the ¿ccuracies that
can be expected for the combination-solution
coordinates, although it must be pointed out
that in Figure 9 the difference between the two
solutions results from uncerta.inties in the co-
ordinãtes of both stations and that at each

station a, numbbr of such comparisons ca:r
usually be made. Thus, the accuracy of the
station positions relative to the origin of the
coordinate system should be better than these
ûgures indicate.

The accuracy estimates oc of the geometric
solution directions are obtained by the method

+90.

+80.

+60'

+40.

+2O"

o.

-?e

-40.

-60.

-80.

-90.
-l8O' -160" -l4O' -120" -lOO' -80" '0" 

+ZO" +4Oo +60. +gO. itOO. +tZO" +t40. +t6O" +tg6.

Fig. 6. Geoid heights, in meüers of the new combination solution corresponrling to a
¡eference ellipsoid sf fl¿lþning | - L/255.67. (Contour int¿rval is 10 meters, and shaded
ar€as are regions of negative geoid height.)

-l8O' -160" -l4O' -120" -lOO9 -8Oo O. +20. +4O" +600 +eO" +tOO. +t20" +t40" +t6O" +tgg"
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Fig. 7. Free-air gravity anomalies with respect to the best fitting ellipsoid' I - l/298258

from" the adopted ãolutión (lO-mgal contours; darker shaded areas åre regions of negative
anomalies).

described earlier. The dynamic solution, how-
ever, gives accúracy estimates for the coordi-
nates, and consequently for the station-station
vectors a¡, thaí are. overop.timistic: This is
usually evident from figures such as Figure 9,
where 8" is often considerably greater than
either o¡',or on'. Making an analysis similar to
that used i:r the geometric solution Jor estab-
lishing the accuracy indicates that the covari-
ance matúx of the dynamic solution should be
multiplied by a factor of ËJ - 4.5. When
harmonic coefficients derived from different
iterations of the dynamic satellite solution are
compared, it also appeârs that the formal
varia¡ces must be multiplied. by a factor of
about 5 in order to obtain realistic accuracy
estimates.

Figure 9 also indicates the directions of the
station-station vector derived from the combi-
nation solution compared with the geometlic
and dynamic results. In view of the above, these
comparisons indicate that for the funda,mental
Baker-Nunn stations (those numbered 9001 to
9012) the combination-solution coordinates
should be reliable to better than 10 meters.
For the new Baker-Nunn staùions (9021, 9028,
9029, 9031, and 9091), from which there are
fewer observations, the comparisons indicate
that the combination-solution coordinates should

be reliable to better than 15 meters. These esti
mates are in agreement with the formal statistic.
given in Table 4. The longitude di.fference be
tween the trvo satellite solutions obtained fron
the combination solution is -0.2 t 0'5 ¡tracr
and is not significant,.
. Compørisan uith søteLlite orbi'ts. Each soiu

! 9 0

t¡J

t--
t-
j

+ a ^

t 6 0

0  l .o  2 .o  3 .o  4 .ø
ø,. (m)

Fig. 8. Precision estimates of geoid heights
determined from the harmonic coefrcient pre-
cision estimates.
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g. Comparisons for station+tation vectors computed from (triangle) the geometric

solution, (sQuare) the dynamic solútion, and (diamond) the combination*solution.-The two
error ellipses centered at the squaie refer to the formal statistics of úhe dynamic soluüion
(the inner ellipse) and after the covaúance matúx has been multiplied Uy the f.actor k"
(outer ellipse).
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sibly 5 meters), and unmodeled periodic per-
turbations.

Comparison of søtellite and deep-spone-probe
solutior¿s. In order to compare the satellite and
JPL soiutions, a combination solution usins
only the satellite and surface-gra.üty informa-
tion has been made. Table 7 gives the results
for those Baker-Nunn stations that are relatecl
to ihe JPL antennas. From the ground-survey
information given by Gaposchkin ond Lambeclc
[1970, Table 10], the coordinates for the JpL
sites in ihe SAO system can be computed, and
the differences in longitude AÀ¡ and in distance

Elnrs's Gn¿v¡ry Frnr¡ ¿No Srarro¡r Coon¡r¡¡¿rrs

tion resulted in improved orbitai residuals; for
the final solution, the orbital residuals for éatel-
lites such as Geos 1 or Geos 2 are less than
10 meters. These orbits are computed from a
combination of laser and Baker-Nunn data fo¡
30 days. The rms residuals for the optical data
are 2 arcsec. The laser data have an accuracy
of 1 to 2 meters. The rms is 7 meters in all
cases, and no residuals exceed 10 meters. These
are orbits with significant amounts of laser data
from 2 or 3 stations. The 7-meter orbital errors
can arise from stabion-coordinate errors (prob-
ably about 5 meters), geopotential errors (pos-

H E  I G H I

Jt:,
l O ñ

/'

/  / - - - .'  
( .  )
\ r '\ / '

A Z I M U T H

,/t A

9007 - 90r I
| 826 hn
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to the rotation axis Ar, are given in Table g.
This tabie aiso gives the ac-curac5, .rti_itu.
from the statistics provided n1, tlå tw;;Ì"_
iions and the ground survey. The differences in
longitude ìmmediatell reiect the .y.t._rtì,
rongl[ucte dlfterences between the trvo solutions:
the JPL longitudes are to the east of t¡. SÁO
longitudes. From the over_all combination solu_

. tion, these transformation parameters ,r, *ll.O
for and yield (aÀ) = _8.2 =t O.S ¡rraã- ana
ar/r - (+0.¡ * 0.5) 10-. the scale of the
SAO system as defined by the station .*.d,
nates being larger than that of the JpL.V.i.*

The residuais (AÀ) - AÀ¿ and (Ar¡ _ 6r,
are in ali cases iess than 10 meters and support
the accuracy estimates given in tubju i'io,
stations 9002, 9008, g004, and g1t3. Table S
gìves the adjusted coordinates of the Jplìta_
tions in ihe SAO reference sysrem.

The longitude difference cannot be attributed
to the difference in the UT1 time .y.t.*. ur"á
þI ú. two agencies, since at the iime .f-rfr.
Mariner 5 observations, UT1 (JpL) _ UTC =
89.0 msec and UTI(SAO) _ UTC _ lõr.+
msec, so that the expected longitude difference

TSBTF 6. Summary of Differences ô betweenDirecúions Computed-from the Geomãi.; $I";ii";wrth ¡{ccuracy o6, â,nd from the Dynamic S;i;ü;;
- wiih Accuracy 

"o çprad¡(È is the factor by *hich tieÍaìiåii'"timutes must
be scaied.)

II.BLT: Coo^rdinates for Baker-Nunn Srarionsue¡rved from a Combination of th. G;;";ri";;îDynamic Satellite Soluti,
O,ltT ""d 

Surface Graviry

Station X, Mm It, Mm

9002
9003
9004
9113

5.0õ6126
-3 .983778

õ.105587
-2 .350466

2.7L65r1
3.743085

- 0 . 555230
-4.651977

Line ac2 k2o 'oD2

wou.ld be *12 msec or 0.g ¡.rrad. The total un_
explained longitude di_fference is, therefore, _4.0
p¡ad. This discrepancy âppears to be due to
drterent defi¡itions of the riglit ascension of
the vernal eq¡.rinox. At SAO, tU, i. auÀo.J Uï
the. star 

-positions given in ihe SAO catalos,
u/n¡cn refers to the FK4 system, ancl at ,Ipi,
the vernal equinox is definãd in the planetary
ephemeris used lMelbotìrne únd O;Hd;ctl;a,
ie68l .

The scale difference between the two solu_
tions js hardly significant in view of t¡. ,troO_
ard deviatjon. This would be expected, sìnce
both solutions have used the same 

^Cif¿ 
,ä"..

Cornparíson with surføce grauitg. fo .o*_
pare the satellite solution with the surface
gavjtf, the following quantities defined by
Kaula llg66al have been computed:

(g7r), mean value of grr, wheìegz is the mean
free-air. gravìty anomaly ba.ud oo .u.fu.. ;;r;rrr,rndrcatrng the amount of information contained
in úhe.surface-gravity anomalies.

(gg2), mcan value of gsr, where gs is the gravity
anomaly derjved from the satellite solut;oã, indi_
cating the amount of information contai¡ea lo
the satellite.gravity anomalies.

\grgt), an estimate of the mean square of g¿,
the true value of the contribution to ìhe gr*rriö
anomaly of,the estímates of geopotential-coeff_
cients from the.satellite solutionj tn. 

"-ou:ri 
of

information cortrmotr to the surfac*g.ruitiu"ã
satellite-grav,ity anomalies.

9001-9009
9001-9010
9001-9012
9002-9028
9004-9008
9004-9009
9004-9010
9004-9028
9004-9029
9005-9006
eoqs-gO12
9006-9008
9007-9009
9007-9010
9007-9011
9007-9029
9007-9031
9009-9010
9009-9011
9028-9091
9029-9031

2 . 6  0 . 7
2 . 8  0 . 9
6 .5  0 , . 2

3 9 . 0  1 . 3
4 . 7  0 . 7

74.r  0 .4
1 5 . 1  0  . 2
9  . 4  0 . 8 .

28 .9  1 .0
1 6 . 1  0 . 8
6 1 . 1  0 . 6
1 3 . 5  2 . 2
3 . 9  1 . 8
2 . 6  0 . 5
6 . 8  3 . 6

1 6 . 4  2 . 3
t 7  . 7  2 . t
6 . 5  3 . 7
2 . 3  0 . 8

2 3 . 9  . 1 . 5
1 n  -L t . t  I . o

3 . 2  1 . 8
7 . 8  4 . r
3 . 2  0 . 9

57  .8  2 .9
20.2 7 .5
25 .0  3 .3
1 0 . 9  L . 4
1 6 . 0  3 . 1
5 1 . 9  3 . 5
2 . 6  o . B

r5 .2  0 .4
6 . 3  0 . 8

3 9 . 6  1 3 . 6
3 0 . 2  1 8 . 9
6 0 . 9  t r  . 7
1 4 . 4  1 . 5
20 .L  2 .0
r 8 . 4  3 . 6
1 3 . 0  8 . 1
9 6 . 0  7  , 6
4 4 . 9  4 . 6

& " o s  : 4 . 9

((s, - gg)z), mean square difference of the
gs and g,1.

E_lrtr!; mean square of the satellite error.
Í;lerzt, mean bquare of the surface-gravity

etror.

.,81..!!, l ,mean squarè of the er¡or of omissicjn,
the difrerence between the true gravity 

"no*"fyd,nd ga.
' If thesatellite solution gave a ,perfect, estimete
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TABLE 8. Results of SAO-JPL Station Comparison
(aÀ¡ is the longitude difference and Ar, is the difference i¡ distancê to the earth's axis of rotation for the two

solutions. (ax) is the weight mean longitude difference')

(ax) - ^Àr

Stations
t r s , r o - À ¡ p r , : { t r ; t

prad ¡rfad
ljli
m

fS¡O - T¡p¡,  :  AT,,  úArt ,

m m

475L-9002
4741-9003
4742-9003
476I-9004
47r2-9tr3

- 3 . 5
- 2 . 2

- 4 . - o
- 4 . 9

t Ð .  v
- 7  . 3
-  6 . 5

f  / . o

4 . 9
+ - Ð
4 . 5
4 . 5
5 . 5

+ 0 . 3  + 1 . 9  7 . 7
- 0 . 9  - 5 . 2  6 . 8
- 2 . 0  - 1 0 . 4  9 . 0
+ 1 . 4  + 6 . 9  6 . 6
+ t .7  +9 .2  -  12 .4

of the Cn and S¿-, that is, (g"') : (g"\
(= (Stg")), then es2 would be zero even though
gs would not contain ail the information neces-
sary to describe the total fietd. The informâtion
not contai¡ed in the saùellite fielcl (the error of
omission ôg) then consists of the neglected hiþher-
order coefficients. The quantity ((5, - Sù')
provides å measure of the agreement between
the two estimâtes gr'and gs of the gravity field
and is equal to the sum of the estimates of the
three types of errors. Thus i

( (s ,  -  s" ) ' )  :  E{r r ' ] t  l ,E ler ' l  *  E lõs" j

Another estimate o1 g¡¡ can be obtained from
the gravimetric estimates of degree variances
o¿2 fKøula, 1966ø] :

øts f t  :  D :  Ðn?¡ , :
where rc¿ is the number of coefficients of degree l
inciuded in g¡¡. Table 10 gives the ø¿2 for degree
0 to 16, as well as the degree v¿riances of the
satellite and combination solution computed
from

o , '  : 7 ' ( l  -  Ð '  t  ( C , ^ ' *  S , * " )

If both the sateìlite solution and the surface

TABLE 9. Coordinates of the JPL Siations
Referred to the SA,O Reference System

Station X, Mm I., Mm Z, Mm

gravity gave 'perfect' results for terms up to a
given degree, then

( ø " 1  :  k r s " ) : n  ¿ ' { é " ' }  : E l e r 2 l : 0

Table 11 summarizes the estimates obtained
for these quantities from dhe satellite solution,
the combination solution, and the Gaposchlcin

[1966ö] M1 solution. ÀlI three sets contain the
same zonal harmonics. The estimates are given
for three sels of 300-n.mi. squares: (1) the
squares for which the number n of observed
60-n.mi. squares is equal to or greater than 1,
(2) the squares for which z ) 10, and (3) the
squares for which n ) 20. For the last data set,
the comparisons are mâde for the three fields

TABLE 10. Power Spectra of Free-Ajr Gravity
Anomalies

Degree Variance, mgalz

Degree
Gravimetric

Solution
Satellite Combination
Solution . Solution

+ I Ð L

4747
4742
476L
47L2

5.085451 2.668252
-3.978706 3.724858
-4.460972 2.682424

4.849242 -0.360290
-2.3504:rr4 -4.651975

-2.768728
-3.302213,
-3.674618

4.114869,
ó . O O Ð O ó 1 .  , '  ì

0
1
2
ó
À
.5
6
,7

8
I

. 1 0
I I
1 2
l3
t4

,  ,15 ' ,
, , , 1 6 , , t :

2 . 9
-0 .2

5 . 9
3 1 . 0
18.2

t . ¿

20.7
9 . 2
7 . 0
8 . 7
9 . 4
' 3 . 5

7 . 0
9 . 4
9 . 9
a . 5

a À

3 3 . 3
r9.7
17 .5
14.4
16  .4
8 . 5

15 .  1
17  .7
13.7
8 . 4

33 .0
20 .0
17 .8
1 È  a

l D . j )

D .  /'12.7

72.9
12.2

1 1 . 1
8 . 4

13.2
, i  i  1 3 . 8
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TABLE 11.
. Geposcr{KlN ¿rrro L.lrrspcx

Comparison of Søtellite ,"d Co-?#jil¡ Sot"tio* with Surface.Gravity Measurements

Solution (9, - gs) ')  Qrss) ks') D kr ' )  E le¿21 E le7z l  E íôS ' l

Combi¡r¿tion solution
Satellite solution
Ml solution

Combination solution
Satellite solution
Ml solution

Combination solution
S 8 ,  z ¡ ¿ ( 8
(  10 ,22  1  10
( 1 l , r n l 1 1

! 1 2 , m 1 1 2
! L 4 , m 1 1 4
( 1 6 , r ¿ 1 1 6

Satellite solution
( 8 ,  z ¿ 3 8
( 10,22 (  10
! L l , m ! L l
! 1 2 , m ! t 2
! L 4 , m 1 L 4

Total ûeld

Ml solution
1 1 8 ,  m 3 8
Total"ûeld

n ) 7, N : 936, 300q,.mi. squares
206 146 225 163 274
272 110 218 143 274
242 90 148 108 274

n ) 70, N : 369, 300m.m,i. squares
135 195 230 163 297
250 127 2t2 L43 297
222 r02 131 108 297

n ) 20, N : 136, 300-n.mi. squ(ffes

70

108
58

35
85
29

152
123
116
113
87
Ð¿t

L02
120
126
129
146
163

165 90
r32 119
135 126
134 Lzg
109 156
75 184

72
72
72

19
19
19

oo
92
79

83
151
176

ot
1 1 6
r34
138
166
186

98
110
126
128
IÐU

161

85
101

253 2
253 -3
253 8
253 I
253 10
253

253 L2
zi)B I
253 ll
253 17
253 33
253 43

253 0
253 7

11
11
t l
1 1
1 1
1 1

L79
L45
151
163
L l ó

177

86
109
115
111
LT7
118

102
120
126
t29
146
143

11 156
11 133
11 127
11 131
11 125
11 t24

1 l
1 1

t02
108

\ 168 85
168 93

t57
148

x5.  AREA MEANS
-  coMBINATtON SOLUT¡ON

LONG¡TUDE.

Fig. 10a. North Atlautic. 4

Fig. 10. Comparisons of continuous gravity proûles
piled by Talwani and Le Pichon (broken lines) with
tion solution (solid lines).

- +32.5'.

from shipboard measurements com'
proûles computed from the combina-



-20

trrurcated for diferent degrees, as wéI as for
the toüal fields.

The variations amonpj the estimates obtained
for the three types of errors, E{rrrl, E{eyll, and
E | 6grl , resulú from the assumptions made about

4875

the complete randomness of the quantities g¡.,
ð9, e7, and es.

The combination solution gives the best results
in that there is good agreement between the
three estimates (gsr), (grg"), and D of (g"z) and

E¿nrrr's Gn¿v¡rx F¡¡r,o ¿No Sr¿rroñ Coonor¡r¿rss
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Fig. 10b. North -A.tlantie. NWÆE proflle from llalifax to Dakar.
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Fig. 10c. South Atlantic. NW-SE proÊle from equator to Capetown.
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COMBINATION SOLUTION
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Fig. 10d. fndian Ocea¡. d = 0..

the E{esz} and ((gu - gr),) are small. The
uegative value Tor Elrurl when Z : 10 is caused
by the combi¡ation solqtion containing the
gravity anomalies agaiast which the tests are
made. The estimates of the errors of omission

are still quite large when compared with the
estimates of e¡2 and e12, indicating that the
surface-gravily data have additional i¡Jorma-
tion that has not been extracted. in this solution.

These tests, however, are not entirely valid
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Fig. 10ø. I¡dian Ocea¡. ç = -26..
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TABI;E 12. Summary of Comparisons between Su¡fae+.Gravity Measurements g7 by Talwani and Iæ

Pichon and Gravity Anomalies gs Computed from the Combination Solution for Selected Profiles

Profile
(@s - sr)'),

mgal2

- 2

Å&i, 6cB2: <(gs -  9.7) ' )  -  asr2,
mgâr"

ó : 32.5" North Atlantic
NW-SE North Atlantic
NW-SE South Atlantic
ó : 0o Indian Ocean
ó : -25" Indian Ocean

84
68

222
80

166

25
25
25
25
25

59
43

t97
Ða

1 À À

for the combination solution, since the gE, ôg,
ea, and €s a,rê Do longer independent. A better
estimate of ,E{ es,} can be obtained from lhe os,
øs of the combiaation solution as indicated by
Latnbeclc [1971ö]. For the total freld Eleszl : 34
mgalz, giving ElAgz¡ : 30 mgal2. AIso, the
estimate oL EleT,l is likely to be too small, so
f,hat Elðgz) is even further reduced, and ir
reality there does not seem to be very much
additional i¡formation in the surface-gravity
data used. i

The results obtained from the satellite solu-
tjon alone are not in such,,good agreement with
the surface-gravity data as is the combination
solution. For a gravity field complete to 8, 8,
lhe Ml and the new satellite solution give almost

(oo 
"') 

= 99 mgal2 = 10 m2

equivalent comparisons. For both, the E{ esr}
are small and there is good agreement among
(grgul, (ggz], and D, indicatiag that the two
solutions are equivalent and that they contain
most of the information in a tcorrect' 8, 8 field.
At 10, 10, the new satellite solution shows
a marked improvement in the comparison
((g, - gs)r), and this field also appears tÒ be
as good as can be expected. But beyond about
the 11th order, the comparisons deteriorate
and the E{.ur} increase.

Further tests with surface-gravity data were
made by use of the recent compiiations by ?al-
wani and, LePi.chon 119691 for the Atlantic
Ocea¡ and for the fndian Oeean lLe Pi,chon and
Talwtn|1969l. Figure 10 shows free-air grav-

- t - - t t t t t t t z l - -  

\  \ \ \ \  

\ \

260.
LATITUOE

F ig .  Uø .  ç :35 ' .

FiS. 11. Comparisons between geoid proûles obtained from the combination golution
(solid lines) and profiles obtained from asürogeodetic measure-ua1g f,¡qnsformed into the
global reference system (dashed lines). The difierence between the üwo proûles, after the
systematic part has been subtrå.€ted, is shown by the dot-da"sh lines.

t-

o
U

o

U



ity-anomaly profiles computed from 5o X 5o
area mear$ from these compilations and from
the combi¡ation solution. With The exception
of the first, these profiles are taken along the
ships' tracks where contínuous gravity measure-
ments we¡e obtained. The first, profile, along
latitude 32.5' in the North Atlantic, is midway
betw-een two parallel ship cruises. All profiles
are teferenced to the international gravity for-
muia. The âccuracy of the 5o X 5o area means
is assumed to be 5 mgal.

Table 12 gives ((gg - go)") for each of these
profiles, and from these numbers the accuracy
of the gravity anomalies computed from the
combination solution can be. computed. The
average yalue is 10 mgal, .or about 3.5 meters
in geoid height. This average accuracy estim¿tr.
is in good agreement wiih the previous esti-
mates.

Compørison wi,th astrogeod,eti,c d.atø. Geoid
heights obtained from astrogeodetic leveling are
available for several major datums. These data,
Iike the zurfaee-gravity dala, could be used as
a further input in the combination solution.
Elowever, the coverage extends only to areas
where reliable surface-gravity.data are also
available, and the contribution of the additional
informationrto the global solution is not very

G¿roscsrrm ¿wn L¿lrspcr

LATITUOE

Fig. 11b. À - 260'. North American d¿tum.

- ?o

significant. fnstead, the astrogeodetic data have
been used for comparison, thus providiag an
independent estimate of the accuracy of the
global solution.

To compare astrogeodetic geoid proûies with
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the giobal solution,' it is necessary that the
former refer to an ellipsoid, with its origin at
the earth's mass center and of the same dimen-
sions and parallel to the'ellipsoid of reference
used for the global solution. The transforma-
tion elements are given for severaL major datums
by Lømbeclc l7971al. When these transforma-
tions cont¿in rotation elements, at ieast part of
the systematic errors in the astrogeodetic heights
is absorbed. In the case of the Indian datum,
only one station is available for establishing the
reiationship between the datum and the global
solution. Thus only the three translation êle-
ments could be determi¡ed, and a systematic
tilt can be expected.

The following proflles were compared:

1. The geoid section along the 34th parallel
in North America given by Rice 11962l.

2. A section along the meridian of 260o from
65"N to 18oN, selected from X¡s sempilation
by Fischer et ol. 11967l for the North Ameri-
can datum (NAD).

3. Two profrles across Australia, óne along
the latitude circie of -30o and the other along
the meridian of 138o, given by Fischer and,
Slutshs [1969].

4. A proûle along the meridian of 75o
through Indta lSuruey of Ind,i,ø,79571.

. l zo"  l z4"  t?a"  t32 .  t36 .  t40"  t44"  l+e .
LATITUOE

Fig. 11d. ç - -28.75'. Austr¿lian Geodetic datum.

5. A profile along the meridian of 16"
through central Europe lFischer, 19671.

Figure Ll gives the results. All profiles refer
to a reference ellipsoid with ø'= 6378L55 meters
a¡nd 1,/l = 298.25. The astrogeodetic profiles are

l O m

o
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30. to"
LATITUDE

tr'ig. 11e. À = 75o. India¡r datum.
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smoothed to remove any information with a
half-wavelength of less than about 200 lm'.

The accuracy of the astrogeodetic profiles was
âssumed 'to be of the order of 1.5 meters. This
is somewhat greater than the accuracy generaüjt
stated for this type of observation le.g., Bom-
ford., L9621, but the stochastic nature of the
transformation elements also has to be con-
sidered.

.Table 13 summarizes the resr:lts of the com-

parisons. The average value of os is 3.2 meters
and is i¡ agreement with the acuJtàcy estimates
derived earlier for the geoid heighis of the com-
bination solution.

The negative vaiue for (Ai.) for all the
datums considered ildicates that the adopted
semimajor axis of the reference ellipsoid is too
large, by about 15 meters 

", 
*", noted, for

s¡ample, by Vei,s [1968]. Figure 11 also sug-
gests a possible tilt in the South Asian datum.

TABUE 13. Summary of the Comparisons between the Geoid Profiles Obtained from the Combination
Solution a1d the Astrogeoids Referred to the Geocentric System

((Al¿) is the systematic height difference between the proûles, ø6¡2 is the oriaoc" of the difference
between the two proflles, co! is the variance of the astrogeoiá héightß, and asz is the contribution

, 
of the combi¡s,tion solution to ø¡¡2.)

Datum Profrle (A¡¿) c.i¡z dov øs2:  o6hz  -  oo l

NAD
NÄD
AGD
AGD
IND
EUR

- 1 5
- 1 6
-12
-L2
-36
-42

1 . 5
r . o

l . a

1 . 5

d : 3 5 o
tr : 260ö
ö  :  - 28 . ' 75
I  :  136."25
À  : 7 5 '
À : 1 6 o

8
6

10
t2
30
6

o . ô
4 . 5
8 . 5

10 .5
28.5

f t .  a)

(os') :  10.5 mt



TABI;E L4. Results of Difierences Ar and

Accuraey Estimates ø6' b9twe99 Interstation
Distances Computed from the Combination Solution
and from Surface Triangulation after Removal of

Any Systematic Scale Error in the Datum
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Compørison witlr terrestrial trì'angulati'on'

For stations in North America and Europe,

where there are extensive surface triangulation
nets, it is possible to compare the coordi¡ates

of the tracking stations as determined from the

combination solution and from terrestrial meas-

urements. Before a compadson can be made,

however, the Iatter coordinates have to be trans-

ferred to a coordinate system coincident with

the gtobal geocentric system. These transforma-

tions are discussed by Lom,beclc 1L971'ø1. For the

present solution, the distances between stations

ãre used as the basis of the colaparison' These

distances are derived from the surface data

scaled by the factors determined from the datum

adjustments.
Table 14 summaïizes the resuits. The accuracy

estimate is computed fiom the accuracy esti-

mates of the coordinates for the combination

solution and. from accuracy estimates of the

terrestrial data. The latter have been assumed

to be reiiable to 1 in 200,000.
The first part of Table 14 refers to coordi-

nates in the European datum. Ail available

stations, with the exception of Riga 9074, have

been used in this comparison. The second pari

refers to stations in the NAD' All available sta-

tions were used. For most of the comparisons,

o, ) ùr, indicating that the accuracy estimates

given for' the coordi¡ates of the combina-tion

*lotioo (Table 4) are reüable. For station 9115

the agreement is not so good, but it is always

within the 3o level.
Compartson wí'th the 1966 Stondørd' Earth

coord,i,nates. Table 15 gives the difrerences in

the coordinates determined in the present solu-

tion and in the 1966 solution. For these stations,

the accuracy of the latter solution was esti'

mated as 15 to 20 meters, wherea's the presènt

solùtion is considered to be better than 10

meters. Tfith a few exceptions,-the differences

fall within these lìmits. The exceptions are sta-

tions 9002 and 9003, and the Z component of

stations 9007 a¡d 9011. For the first two sta'

tions, no comparisons nor combi¡ations could

be made in 1966, but a combination and a com-

parison with the JPL data were possible in this

solution and the results are in excellent agree-

ment (Table 8). As for the other two statio.ns,

the 1966 geometric solution gave a, very weak

determination for the Z components bæause of

the poor geometry of the station distribution'

tine Ar  + .6L t

Compãrisons for EuroPean Datum

801F9004
8015-9065
8015-9066
8015-9077
8015-9080
8015-9091
8015-9115
90049065
9004-9066
90049080
900+9091
9004-9115
9065-9066
9065-9077
9065-9080
9065-9091
9065-9115
906G9077
9066-9080
9066-9091
9066-9115
9077-9080
9077-9091
9077-9115
9080-9091
9080-9115
9091-9115

8 . 0  +  9 . 0
- 1 1 . 2  +  9 . 6
- 6 . 3  +  3 . 5
-4.7 *  L0 -4

0 .1  : t  9 .4
- 7  . 1  L  9 . 3
22.6 + 14.8
14 .8  +  12 .9
2 . 3  +  9 . 7

- 2 . 9  +  1 1  . 8
3 . 7  +  1 3 . 9

3 1 . 8  +  1 8 . 5
-4 .4  + .  9 .5
- 1 . 0  +  1 3 . 9
- 5 . 8  +  1 0 . 9

-12 .6  *  13 .8
36.4 + 14.7

- 1 . 2  +  1 0 . 3
- 5 . 6  +  9 . 4

. ,  - 9 . 1 +  9 . 9' 
27.8 + L4.2

+  13 .4
+  9 . 8
+  15 .3

- 1 5 . 8  +  1 4 . 9
32.L +.14.5
2 .L  +  L7  .5

CorÍparisons for North American Datum

L02t-L042
1021-7036
102L:7075
1021-9001
1ße7037
L034-7045
10349010
103,L9113
L042-7036
104%s050
t042-grl+
703ï7075
70e&9010
7037:1045
7037-9001
7037-9113
704 075
704F9050
7075-9LL4
9001-9010
9001-9050
9010-9113
9050-9114
9113-9114

-0 .7  +  7 .5
3 . 5  +  1 2 . 1

-7 .0 +.  9.7
-5 .6  {12 .4

3 . 0  +  8 . 9
- 1 . 5  +  9 . 9
: 1 . 4  +  1 3 . 0

4.9 + Lz. t
3 .4  +  11 .0'15.6 + 14.2 .
1 .5  +  17 .3

17 .3_+  13 .8
4 .8  +  10 .3
1 . 8  +  9 . 5

.  1 . 6  +  8 . 9
1 . 6  +  1 2 . 1
6 . 1  +  1 3 . 1
7 . t  * ,  L7 .2

-13 .7 ' : t  16 .5
6 . 9  +  1 1 . 7

1 1 . 8 : t  1 7 . 5
3 . 1  +  1 5 . 1

- !5 .2  + .20 .3
14:8 +15.7
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solutions were possible i.ttãróiri ."1äì"îî

X, Y,
ùtaflon m

IABtq 15.' Di_ffe¡ences in Coordinates asIJerermmed rn the New Solution and i¿ the lg66
Standard Earth Solution

(Large discrepancies occur¡ed atsiàäons wlere nocor_nparisons nor combinations of inaepenãenf-

- 3. To improve upon this accuracy, more
laser data for the dynamic solution ,oá lr""r_
optical simultaneous data for tn" g."*ri¡.
solution are required. An improvem"it io tiru
howledge of UTl is also necessary.

4. The geopotential has been determined
complete through I ,-, 16, rn = 16. Comoari_
yns ø!h surface gravity indicate that up to
10, 10 the satellite solution is about as sooi as
can be expected but that some of the hisher
terms are poorly determined. The terms be-
tween degrees 11 and 16 are determined. largely
f¡om. the surface-gravity data. The Ml g", g
solution is not improved upon by the íew
solution tn:¡cated at 8, 8.

5. Comparisoas with independent data. sets
indicate that the generaüzed geoid is reliable
to about 3 meters.

6. To improve the satellite gravity_fieid de_
termination for terms beyond J ,=. 11; more
satellites, i¡ lower orbits, at distinct inclina_
tions, and tracked with greater precision and
uniformity, are required.

The numerical results, potential coeffcients.
and station coordinates can be obtained bv
writing the authors. In ad.dition, a report de_
tailing the empirical data used. and tle vari_
ance-covariance matrlx of the final solution.
also available on magnetic tape (upon request),
will be issued shortly.
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